
• stratospheric ozone showed a strong depletion with levels
at 16 kilometers typically less than 20 nanobars,

• the shape of the altitude profile was more or less the same
during our period of observations with figure 1 being a good
representative, and

• polar stratospheric clouds were present essentially all the
time with a layer at about 16 kilometers being the most
consistent feature. Additionally, we suggest that the follow-
ing features be included in any lidar system proposed in the
future for ground-based ozone measurements during the
antarctic spring: (1) well-insulated thermally, or at least de-
signed to be tolerant of substantial thermal gradients in the
local vicinity, (2) tunability in the 285-300 nanometer region
in order to encompass the extreme changes in ozone column
likely to be observed and to offer maximum contrast with
increasing solar scatter from the rising Sun, (3) simultaneous

transmission of the two wavelengths for best connection of
rapidly changing atmospheric scattering characteristics due
to motion of the PSCs, and (4) use of a biaxial design and
a gated photomultiplier to protect the detector from strong
near-field Rayleigh scattering.
We gratefully acknowledge the support of National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration (NASA) Headquarters for
providing funds with which this instrument was modified for
polar use and the support of the National Science Foundation
for providing transportation and field support for NASA sci-
entists conducting this research.
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The University of Denver atmospheric research group has
made infrared measurements from the South Pole for a number
of years. The recent detection of an ozone depletion over the
Antarctic during the austral spring has heightened interest in
gathering data on the concentration of several stratospheric
constituents during this depletion. To obtain such data, Frank
Murcray of the University of Denver and Nicholas Jones of the
New Zealand Division of Scientific and Industrial Research
took the instrumentation used in the South Pole studies to
McMurdo Station during winter fly-in (WINFLY). The instru-
mentation was set up at Arrival Heights and obtained infrared
solar spectra, when the weather permitted, between 10 Sep-
tember 1987 and 28 October 1987.

The instrument used for these measurements consists of a
50-centimeter path-difference, moving-mirror Michelson in-
terferometer equipped with a servo-controlled solar tracker.
Solar interferograms are recorded digitally on magnetic-tape
cartridges. The instrument complement sent to McMurdo Sta-
tion included a personal computer with the capability of trans-

forming interferograms to solar spectra. This made it possible
to check the quality of the data and make preliminary estimates
of the column amounts of selected constituents. For these ob-
servations, the interferometer was operated with two detec-
tors. This allowed data to be recorded in two spectral regions
simultaneously. An indium antinomide detector was used for
the short-wavelength region (2,700-3,100 wavenumbers), and
a mercury cadmium telluride detector was used for the region
from 750 to 1,250 wavenumbers. The interferometer system
was constructed for balloon use and is lightweight. As a result,
the total shipment to McMurdo Station weighed less than 400
kilograms.
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Figure 1. Portion of an infrared solar spectrum obtained from
McMurdo Station 10 October 1987. The solar zenith angle at the
time of observation was 80.60. The solid line is a spectrum calcu-
lated assuming a standard nitric-acid profile and adjusting the total
column. The dashed line is the observed spectrum.
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Figure 2. Variation of the 16-kilometer (km) temperature, hydrogen-chloride (HCI) vertical column amount and nitric-acid (HNO 3) vertical
column amount over McMurdo Station during the observing period. (Temperature data were taken from University of Wyoming ozone
sondes.)

The interferometer and solar tracker were mounted on a
stand which could be raised and lowered by electric-motor-
operated screw jacks. When raised into position for observing,
the solar tracker protruded through a hole in the roof.

The observational program was conducted in collaboration
with the New Zealand Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, which provided personnel, space at Arrival Heights,
and accommodations for the personnel involved in the expe-
dition. The equipment and personnel from the two groups
arrived at McMurdo Station in early September. The instru-
mentation was set up shortly after arrival; however, cloudy
weather prevented data-taking until 13 September. Data were
then taken as weather permitted (in addition to clouds, high
winds prevented data-taking on a number of days). The in-
strumentation operated very well and data were obtained until
a drive belt failed in early November, 4 days before the ex-
pedition was scheduled to end.

Spectra in the nitric-acid region (868-870 wavenumbers) were
matched to line-by-line calculations by varying the nitric-acid
total column amount. Figure 1 shows the agreement in the
spectral region between the observed and calculated spectra.
The column amounts determined in this way are given in
figure 2 which shows the variation in column amount with
time. The hydrogen-chloride column amount was determined
in the same fashion using the absorption line at 2,925.9 wave-
numbers. A typical fit for the hydrogen-chloride feature is
shown in figure 3. The variation in hydrogen-chloride column
amount are also shown in figure 2.
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Figure 3. Portion of an infrared solar spectrum obtained from
McMurdo Station 10 October 1987. The solar zenith angle at the
time of the observation was 80.6 0. The solid line is the spectrum
calculated using a standard profile for hydrogen chloride and ad-
justing the column amount. The dashed line is the observed spec-
trum.
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The meteorology of the Ross Island area is of great interest
for both applied and theoretical reasons. Practical applications
relate to the safe and efficient movement of aircraft using the
ice runways near McMurdo Station. Theoretical interest cen-
ters on the profound modification of the surface windfield by
the mountainous topography of Ross Island, which has been
known since Simpson (1919) published the meteorological re-
sults from Captain R.F. Scott's British Antarctic Expedition
1910-1913. For most of the year, stably stratified air (in which
the temperature increases with height) approaches the island
from the south, and then is forced to blow around the high,
steep obstruction. This creates a stagnation (calm) zone on the
windward (south) side of the island in the area known as
Windless Bight. The streamline map constructed by Simpson
(figure 1) succinctly summarizes these ideas.

Recent research has clarified the kinematics and dynamics
of this topographically forced wind regime. Using automatic
weather station (AWS) observations, Savage and Stearns (1985)
described the persistent southerly airflow over the north-
western Ross Ice Shelf and found that the sea-level pressure
distribution around Ross Island is consistent with that ex-
pected for a climatological barrier-wind regime (described be-
low). Slotten and Stearns (1987), also from examination of AWS
data, obtained tentative support for the theory (Schwerdtfeger
1984) that northward-moving cold stable air is deflected around
Ross Island by the pressure gradient associated with the pile-
up of air against the southern side of the island. O'Connor
and Bromwich (1988) modeled the streamline pattern associ-
ated with this airflow deflection and the local pressure field
required to force it. The maximum perturbation pressure is
proportional to the square of the approaching (frictionless)
wind speed and ranges from negligible values for the clima-
tological situation to several hectopascals for strong (approx-
imately 20 meters per second) southerly winds. A close fit
between the theoretical predictions and observed winds and
pressures was obtained for one strong-wind case.

The persistent southerly winds just to the south of Ross
Island are thought to be primarily barrier winds, although as
discussed by O'Connor and Bromwich (1988), katabatic (i.e.,
downslope) winds may contribute significantly. When stable

air is moved by the large-scale pressure field toward a suffi-
ciently high and extended mountain range, like the Transant-
arctic Mountains, the air cannot pass over the obstruction but
turns and blows parallel to it. The direction of mountain-par-
allel barrier winds is determined by the geostrophic balance
between the pressure gradient force due to the varying depth
of cold air piled up against the mountains and the Coriolis
force (Schwerdtfeger 1984). Analyses of AWS and satellite data
have identified barrier-wind events forced by both synoptic-
scale (Bromwich 1986) and mesoscale cyclones (Bromwich 1987).

This report describes the effect of Ross Island upon a south-
erly barrier-wind stream generated by a synoptic-scale low-
pressure area centered over the northern Ross Sea. The anal-
ysis is primarily based on Defense Meteorological Satellite Pro-
gram (DMSP) thermal-infrared satellite imagery but is
supplemented with ground-based data where necessary. The
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Figure 1. Simpson's (1919) depiction of surface airflow around Ross
Island during blizzards (solid lines). Resultant winds for February
through May 1984 are given for the AWS sites (numbered) listed
by Savage et al. (1985) and for Scott Base (S.B.); these observations
demonstrate that the time-averaged airflow also follows the same
streamline pattern. The following plotting convention is used for
resultant speeds: no symbol means less than 1.3 meters per sec-
ond, half a barb 1.3-3.8 meters per second, and a full barb 3.9-6.4
meters per second. This diagram is an adaptation of figure 2(a) In
O'Connor and Bromwich (1988).
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